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due to CT-DT- incongruity: the referential properties of the IC ‘Papst’ are changed 
from [+U, –R] to [–U, –R], to match the values required by the DT ‘ein’.  

 

From a psycholinguists view the question arises, if there is any empirical evidence for 
the cognitive reality of the acclaimed conceptual types and for CT-shifts being reanal-
ysis processes in the semantic processing of utterances. Our predictions resulting from 
the assumptions mentioned above are the following:  
 

(1) If CT-information is lexically stored, congruent DT should facilitate the lexical 
access of the following noun. 

(2) If CT-shifts due to incongruent DTs are additional cognitive processes, they 
should be time consuming and slow down response times. 

 
 To investigate this question we conducted a series of psycholinguistic experiments 
with German nouns using the lexical decision paradigm, as it accesses lexical as well 
as post-lexical processes and thus taps into both levels of processing (c.f. Marselen-
Wilson, 1990). Participants were presented with 80 German noun phrases containing 
combined instances of DT and CT (20 nouns per CT). We combined each of these 
nouns with each of the following DTs - indefinite, definite or possessive determiner, or 
no determiner at all (realized with a neutral filler stimulus ‘xxxx’). These combina-
tions allowed us to compare congruent (e.g. ‘die Mutter’), incongruent (e.g. ‘eine Mut-
ter’) and no-determination (e.g. ‘xxxx Mutter’) DT-CT-combinations. In addition we 
used 80 pseudo nouns which were mixed amongst our target nouns randomly. While 
our subjects performed a visual or auditory lexical decision task (“Word or 
pseudoword?”) we measured the reaction times of the subjects´ lexical decision re-
sponses. 

Our data showed main effects of CT (SCs and FCs were processed faster than ICs 
and RTs) and DT (responses to nouns that were not preceded by a determiner were 
slower than responses to nouns preceeded by a determiner). Given that all determiners 
were inflected for gender, the DT main effect is most likely due to gender congruency 
(c.f. Vigliocco et al., 2004; Bölte et al., 2004). More importantly, there was an interac-
tion effect between DT and CT: nouns presented with CT-congruent determination 
evoked faster responses than nouns in incongruent contexts. When taking into account 
the magnitude of the gender congruency effect as assessed in a further control experi-
ment, the CT congruency effect seems to be the combined effect of an inhibition for 
incongruent DTs and a facilitation for congruent DTs.  

Our findings are compatible with the assumptions of (1) lexically specified CTs and 
(2) incongruency-induced CT-shifts as additional cognitive operations. Further inves-
tigations are needed to determine the exact processing stages (lexical or post-lexical 
level), mechanisms (types, directions and micro-processes of CT-shifts), and time 
course of processing conceptual information. 
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